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					Since inquiring minds wish to know, and the usual suspects are engaging in their usual mendacity, allow me to reproduce below the complete story :

**** BEGIN LOGGING AT Tue Apr 10 01:35:41 2012

Apr 10 01:36:39 <mircea_popescu>	now looky, the reason i left otc is idiotic "policy". i will drag this chan up to par with otc in time, but i really don't want to hear anything of the sort.

Apr 10 01:36:43 <mircea_popescu>	think that works for you ?

Apr 10 01:38:44 <kakobrekla>	of what sort

Apr 10 01:39:00 <mircea_popescu>	yea good question, i guess im a little touchy.

Apr 10 01:39:22 <mircea_popescu>	basically, the ideea is this : trade depends on people being able to talk about whatever the hell they feel like.

Apr 10 01:39:32 <kakobrekla>	i think you misunderstand me

Apr 10 01:39:41 <kakobrekla>	i was not oposing the talk

Apr 10 01:39:49 <kakobrekla>	im glad there is some chatter

Apr 10 01:40:02 <mircea_popescu>	aha. yea, my bad. as i said, my nerves are a little strained.

Apr 10 01:40:14 <kakobrekla>	my comment was not hostile

Apr 10 01:40:26 <mircea_popescu>	k. sorry :)

Apr 10 01:40:28 <kakobrekla>	just wanted to brag over normal 'american' -otc

Apr 10 01:40:32 <kakobrekla>	but it doesnt fit

Apr 10 01:40:33 <kakobrekla>	:)

Apr 10 01:40:39 <kakobrekla>	its fine

Apr 10 01:40:48 <kakobrekla>	irc is sometime hard to understand

Apr 10 01:40:54 <mircea_popescu>	well ya.

**** ENDING LOGGING AT Tue Apr 10 04:15:54 2012


The whole context for this being that nanotube turned jwz in the middle of an ideological dispute between me and gmaxwelli, and I moved on. 

So, to be perfectly clear : #bitcoin-assets was born out of my fertile loins, and on a purely ideological basis. The end.

———	Which you can count this as yet another example where "MP was right, and his opponent got beaten with the ugly stick by history", as it happens to be just that. [↩]
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Recent Comments

      	Mircea Popescu It's baaaaack!!!
	Mircea Popescu Well, it's a both-ways tower defense, you build the pathway and the op...
	Diana Coman  the game went offline (it does that after five or so minutes of inactivity...
	Mircea Popescu Ahahaha. If we met back when I was still in that line I'd have totally...
	pletzalcoatl You were thinking a pallid Danny DeVito in a purple crushed velvet suit...
	Mircea Popescu You're not fooling anyone, you know.
	Tyrone White What's up to all
	Mircea Popescu &updated.
	Mircea Popescu PS. s/undertaker/liquidator/ on re-read. Nfi what I was thinking.
	Mircea Popescu Meh. More nudes less obscure software packages, I don't watsup or w/e.
	Mircea Popescu Obscure TV actor, plenty of those. (I didn't, for instance, review the...
	CarpraC Since this post brought up ancient actors, their experience and quality, what...
	temptease call me whatsapp +79910404425
	Mircea Popescu Heh. Never heard of it. (I however have heard of that kinda posturing,...
	Anon I don't know, some kind of "help you with your finances" scam/online...
	Mircea Popescu No fucking idea, what is it ?
	Anon In the same line, what is Intuit?
	Mircea Popescu Heh. Nothing lasts forever, and the "independent woman" least of all.
	Mircea Popescu Wtf is this inane nonsense! Oh, I get it, artificially interesting...
	lexy229 > how exactly did you figure out what to do to have your avatar show up by...
	anon Have a laugh Description Planet Earth's most widely read blog.... Read More Tim...
	Mircea Popescu Heh, the yearly problems of last year's. What a life.
	Mircea Popescu Really, it's top100-ish pretty much everywhere.
	anon #117 in Russia too.
	Joshue Meanwhile when it comes to being famous in Gibraltar...
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